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of the latter can gain recognition only indirectly. The
inhibition to which they are subjected is a result of the
exclusive directedness of the conscious contents. (This
inhibition is identical with what Freud calls the " censor ".)
The indirect manifestations of the unconscious show them-
selves in the form of disturbances in conscious behaviour.
In association experiments they appear as complex-indicators,
in daily life as the ' symptomatic actions' first described by
Freud, and in neurotic conditions they appear as s^sgaptoms.
Since the regression raises the value of those contentslhat
were before excluded from conscious adaptation, and hence
are either unconscious or only ' darkly conscious', those
psychic elements that are now being forced over the threshold
are admittedly useless from the "standpoint of adaptation, and
for this reason are invariably kept at a distance by the directed
psychic functions. The nature of these contents is for all the
world to read in the Freudian literature. They are not only
infantile-sexual characteristics, but are generally incompatible
contents and tendencies, partly immoral, partly unaesthetic,
partly again of an irrational, imaginary nature. The inferior
character these contents possess in respect to adaptation,
has given occasion for that depreciatory judgment concerning
the nature of these 'background processes with which we are-
familiar in psycho-analytic writings.1 What the regression
brings to the surface certainly seems at first sight to be slime
out of the depths; but if one does not stop at a surface
impression, and there is a steadfast refusal to judge by
appearance on the basis of a preconceived dogma, it will be
found that this ' slime' contains not merely incompatible
1 Somewhat in the fashion of the ancient Hudibras, whose opinion
is mentioned by Kant (Tr&ume eines Geistersehers, iii, Hauptst.);
" If a hypochondriacal wind is roaring in the bowels, it all depends
Upon What direction it takes ; if it goes downwards there comes a
flatus, but if it goes upward there is a vision of a divine inspiration,"
Professional satiety with neurotic unrealities makes the doctor sceptical,
but a generalized judgment from the angle of pathology has the
disadvantage of being always biased.

